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LUXE Sugar Cube Recipe Cards
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Take your drink to the next level with 
these elegant flavour enhancers. Each of 
our flavour infused sugar cubes undergo 
a 48 hour hand-made process. They are 
all made with love, all-natural, premium 
ingredients including Madagascar vanilla 
bean caviar, vegan and organic caramel, 
and French sel gris salt to name a few. 
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SIGNATURE DRINKS
BLACK ROSE LATTE
1 Rose cube + 2oz Manhattan Black 
tea shot + 8oz milk

CAPE TOWN CARAMEL LATTE
1 Salted Caramel cube + 2oz Cape Town 
tea shot + 8oz milk

SWISS IVORY LATTE
1 Vanilla cube + 2oz Green Gold tea shot 
+ 4 white chocolate chips + 8oz milk

LONDON FOG LATTE
1 London Fog cube + 2oz Charles Grey 
tea shot + 8oz milk



COCKTAILS
BELLINI
1 Peach cube + 10oz champagne

STRAWBERRY MARGARITA
1 Strawberry cube + 10oz margarita 
+ 1oz lime juice

RASPBERRY MARTINI
1 Raspberry cube + 3oz vodka + 1 Lemon 
cube/1oz lemon juice + shake and serve on ice
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MOSCOW MULE
1 Moscow Mule cube + 2oz vodka + 1oz lime 
juice + shake well and serve on ice + 3oz club soda

OLD FASHIONED
1 Old Fashioned cube + 2oz bourbon + stir and 
serve on ice

MANHATTAN
1 Manhattan cube + 3oz rye whiskey + stir in ice 
to dilute + serve on ice
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MINT JULEP
1 Mint Julep cube + 2.5oz bourbon whiskey  
+ stir and pour over crushed iced

MOJITO
1 Mojito cube + 2oz white rum + 3oz club soda

COSMO
 2oz vodka + 2oz water + shake well with ice
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PALOMA
1 Grapefruit cube + 3oz mezcal or tequila + 1oz 
lime juice + shake well and serve on ice + top with 
3oz club soda 

LEMON DROP
1 Lemon cube + 1.5oz vodka + shake well with ice

MIMOSA
1 Arcadia Orange cube + 10oz champagne
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 EASY MUST TRY PAIRINGS

· All our fruit and rose cubes in champagne,  
  hello mimosa bar!

· All fruit cubes in iced teas, best poolside  
  drinks you’ll have!

· Any flavour that sounds good in coffee,  
  try it with tea. Chances are we already did  
  and we LOVED it. 



FOR MORE INFO, VISIT TEASPRESSA.COM

Make an instant drink with one LUXE  
Sugar Cube! Drop one cube in tea, coffee, 
champagne, sparkling water, and spirits to 
transform into an elevated drink. 


